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Big Data allows users to combine large quan es of 
data from many sources to support mulple business 
funcons. However, some of the most important data 
is neglected or omied for the simple reason that it is 
unstructured or in text format. Recent studies 
indicate that 80% of all data in large organizaons is 

unstructured, including client agreements, KYC 
documedocuments and contracts of all types, prospectuses, 
emails, customer support, CRM notes and more. To 
make Big Data truly valuable, firms must be able to 
leverage their unstructured data for any iniave.

80%
UNSTRUCTURED DATA
Emails, Word Documents, PDF Documents/Images, Web Pages, Business Documents in general etc.10%

Not in relaonal Databases. Has some organizaonal properes XML, CSV, JSON files in NoSQL Databases
SEMI-STRUCTURED DATA

10%
STRUCTURED DATA
Stored in “rows/columns” in RDBMS - databases EXCEL spreadsheet

Unstructured, semi-structured and structured 
data within large firms or organizaons

It is the mission of Recognos Financial to structure this data so that it can be leveraged to provide much greater 
depth, insight and understanding, in support of a firm’s parcular needs and opportunies. 

Source: According to IDC, Forrester and Gartner. Gartner analysts predict unstructured data will grow over the next five years. 
hp://blogs.gartner.com/darin-stewart/2013/05/01/big-content-the-unstructured-side-of-big-data

THE SMALL DATA IN BIG DATA

WITHIN LARGE FIRMS AND ORGANIZATIONS



Extracts, transforms and integrates data from unstructured content with the structured data repositories.
Provides the tool to unify the structured and unstructured data in order to provide smart data to decision makers.  

Customizable Extracon Taxonomy
• Can be applied to any document set that has similar content, regardless of format.
• Define and store mulple Extracon Taxonomies based on document type.
Ease of Use – Require no programing to deploy and to process new document types.

PProprietary Machine Learning Table Extracon – Recognize, extract and transform data from tables, based 
on your interacons and record the informaon for future use.

Format Agnosc – Transform and export the combined data into any format for greater flexibility.

Language Agnosc – Design to recognize most languages and translate data into the correct format without 
addional input.

OCR Compable – Able to recognize and transform scanned documents and is compable with most OCR 
scanning products.

NoNo Technical Background Needed – The system can be trained by business people with no technical 
background.
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ETI is a highly versale plaorm for data extracon from unstructured and semi-structured documents. The ETI 
Plaorm extracts and structures   data from   unstructured   text using a set of methods that includes: Human in the 
loop Machine Learning (RPSL), Semanc Technologies, Natural Language Processing, Regular Expressions, proprietary 
Machine Learning Table Extracon and several other methods.  The user defines the data that will be extracted from 
a set of documents based on their specific interest. The extracted data structure is called The Extracon Taxonomy. 
This includes values that may be explicitly stated in a document or values that require derived based on reading a 
specific secon of specific secon of text.

Customized Extracon – each customer can define the 
data to be extracted – The Extracon Taxonomy

ETI can extract both explicit and derived values

The data output is fully compable with external systems

TAMING UNSTRUCTURED DATA:  RECOGNOS ETI

RECOGNOS ETI KEY FEATURES:



• Can be applied to any documents with a known content (legal documents, contracts, SEC filings, forms, 
NDA’s, etc.)
• The documents need to be idenfiable by specified characteriscs
• The user defines the data that needs to be extracted from each document type
• The user trains the system by manually extracng the data
• Each manual correcon of the extracted data improves the system

• The extracted data is transformed in normalized formats (addresses, dates, codes, fees, etc.)
•• The data can be verified with exisng data resources

• The extracted data is integrated with the structured data already exisng in the databases
• The data consumers can integrate the structured and unstructured data in seamless way

RECOGNOS ETI BENEFITS:
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The essence of the ETI Approach is very well described in the following excerpt:

With a raft of compliance projects now in their rear view mirror, many 
organizations in the finance industry are focused on the next frontier: 
digitization.

ImplementingImplementing a digital strategy displaced regulation as the top concern 
among banking leaders, according to a survey by the Economic 
Intelligence Unit. Digital portfolios in the finance sector aim to replace 
silos of information with a single, holistic view of the customer and to 
access real-time data.

http://www.pmi.org/Learning/PM-Network/2016/the-2016-jobs-report.aspx”
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
Contact: Drew Warren
Office: (844) 892-2249
Cell: (646) 895-1467
Email:  dwarren@recognosfinancial.com   
www.recognosfinancial.com


